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Abstract: Indiana University was an early adopter of the Fedora repository, developing it as a home for heterogeneous digital library content from a variety of collections with unique content models. After joining the Hydra Project, now known as Samvera, in 2012, development progressed on a variety of applications that formed the foundation for digital library services using the Fedora 4 repository. These experiences have shaped migration planning to move from Fedora 3 to Fedora 4 for this large and inclusive set of digital content. Moving to Fedora 4 is not just a repository change; it is an ecosystem shift. End user interfaces for access, management systems for collection managers, and data structures are all impacted. This article shares what Indiana University has learned about migrating to Fedora 4 to help others work through their own migration considerations. This article is also meant to inspire the Fedora repository development community to offer ways to further ease migration work, sustaining Fedora users moving forward, and inviting new Fedora users to try the software and become involved in the community.
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1. Introduction

When faced with the need to update digital repository software, the technical details of moving data from one system to another can be identified and outlined. This core activity, however, tends to have a ripple effect that encompasses not only the way the new digital repository software stores objects and metadata, but also how those objects are managed and accessed. Online services for collection management and search and discovery activities are impacted. The entire ecosystem of digital collections must be considered in order to adjust for migrating to a new repository.

More specifically for this case report, what began as a need to move from version 3 of the Fedora digital repository to Fedora 4 at Indiana University (IU) became an endeavor addressing collection management systems, online access services, legacy boutique sites associated with grant projects, and current community development efforts involving the Samvera software stack. Samvera is a major repository framework for academic and cultural heritage institutions in North America, offering advanced capabilities for digital collection preservation and access [1]. It powers research tools like Deep Blue Data at University of Michigan and Duke University’s digital repository [2,3].

Although the topic of digital repository migration has been studied in the literature and is available in numerous case studies, there is a gap in examining the decision-making process used to formulate a migration strategy for the Fedora repository that affects a broad ecosystem of digital repository collections, applications, and stakeholders. In working through the full ramifications of migrating to a new repository system using a case that has extensive digital content already, this article shares what IU has learned about migrating to Fedora 4 to help others develop their own migration considerations. This is also meant to inspire the Fedora repository development community to offer
ways to further ease migration work, sustaining Fedora users moving forward and inviting new Fedora users to try the software and become involved in the community. This knowledge could be useful for repository developers looking for ways to ease the migration path, and repository managers and librarians aiming for a better understanding of what it means to migrate and what sorts of decisions are required.

2. Literature Review

Digital repository migration has been studied and reported in the literature with several commonalities throughout: customizing existing migration tools and workflows, the difficulties of metadata mapping, and the need to consider new applications for description, preservation, and access when migrating repositories. A recent study of digital repository managers surveyed the benefits and challenges of migration projects, finding that metadata normalization, skill and knowledge enhancement, and service improvements were the most widely-reported benefits. Survey responses indicated common challenges of building user trust and negotiating with stakeholders about features, workflows, and priorities associated with migration projects [4].

Most digital repository platforms offer documentation, guides, and training sessions for members of their user communities to perform migration or “upgration” operations using specific tools and workflows developed for these purposes. Islandora, for example, provides official documentation for migrating between versions of its software and suggests migration in stages or addressing individual components of the software stack [5]. Additional tools have been developed to import content migrating from different repositories, such as the Move to Islandora Kit, which formats CONTENTdm, CSV, and OAI-PMH collections into Islandora ingestion packages [6]. Deng and Dotson’s case study migrating digital collections into Islandora from various sources reports on challenges encountered with metadata mapping, especially when moving from many to fewer fields across different collections, and notes the need for human intervention using tools outside of the migration pathway to rectify metadata issues [7].

CONTENTdm appears frequently in recent literature about digital repository migration, with most studies reporting how their institutions migrated from CONTENTdm systems to open source repositories. In 2013, Gilbert and Mobley presented the methodology employed by the Lowcountry Digital Library to migrate from CONTENTdm to a Fedora 3 repository with a custom front-end integration of Drupal and Blacklight. Primary challenges included aligning local practice with open source platforms and institutionally-specific customizations available for reuse, as well as normalizing legacy metadata [8]. At the University of Utah, migration from CONTENTdm to a homegrown system was aided by custom ingestion and metadata management tools, and metadata mapping and standardization was a major component of their efforts [9]. Staff at the University of Houston built a complex network of interconnected applications to create a custom software stack featuring ArchivesSpace, Archivematica, and Hyku in order to migrate from CONTENTdm, relying on back-end and front-end applications to be developed to meet collection and user needs [10]. Similarly, staff at the University of Oregon noted metadata mapping, cleaning, and normalization as a major part of their migration work from CONTENTdm to Hydra (now Samvera) software [11]. Most recently, the Bridge2Hyku project announced a 1.0 release for its CONTENTdm metadata exporting tool, CDM Bridge [12].

Numerous resources are available for those interested in migrating to Fedora or between versions of Fedora repositories. Duraspace, the organization that manages development and support of the open-source Fedora repository software, offers specialized and generalized workshops for a broad user community, helping repository managers develop migration plans and strategize data and functionality migration. Recent workshops have focused on migrating to Fedora version 4, with Fedora 3 representing the majority of repositories from which people are migrating [13]. On the Duraspace wiki, a technical guide to “upgration” from Fedora 3 to 4 helps repository managers plan data migration and offers accounts of pilot institutions who completed migrations with Hydra (now
Samvera), Islandora, and custom front-end applications [14]. This site also offers guidance on the migration-utils pluggable migration tool to aid these endeavors [15]. Additionally, Armintr (one of Fedora 4’s developers) discusses the technical aspects of migration using the FedoraMigrate gem in a recent workshop [16].

The Samvera community is heavily interested in Fedora repository migration due to the software community’s reliance on Fedora as a back end for its repository front-end and administrative applications, including Avalon and Hyrax [17,18]. Migration efforts at the University of Cincinnati detail the process for upgrading Samvera repository software from Sufia 7 to Hyrax, which requires a Fedora version upgrade. This project required addressing several components of the Hyrax software stack, including individual gems and upgrading Ruby itself [19]. The Samvera MODS to RDF Working Group issued a white paper in 2018 offering recommendations for mapping MODS metadata fields to RDF predicates, which is necessary for migrating objects with descriptive metadata to make full use of the Fedora 4 repository [20,21].

Indiana University has been involved in the Samvera (formerly Hydra) community since 2012 and is actively developing applications with the Samvera community for general use and local digital library services. In addition to work on Avalon, Indiana University has developed Samvera-based repository applications for digital objects such as digitized biological specimens. Haliday and Hardesty reported on the early steps in this exploratory process in 2015, documenting the customization needed for the Sufia software to store Darwin Core metadata for the Indiana University Center for Biological Research Collections, pointing to needs for batch ingestion workflows, hierarchical organization of works and collections, and flexible descriptive metadata fields to support multiple metadata application profiles in the same repository [22]. In 2017, Hardesty updated the Samvera community on Indiana University’s efforts with work completed to date on its migration from Fedora 3 to Fedora 4 and the recently-launched Pages Online service built using Samvera software [23,24]. Additional topics during that panel discussion reinforced the challenges of metadata mapping and normalization when migrating digital content in various repository systems.

3. Background

Indiana University (IU) was an early adopter of the Fedora repository, serving in 2003 as one of the initial implementation partners on the project led by the University of Virginia and Cornell University. At the time, IU’s repository was developed as a home for heterogeneous digital library content from a variety of collections with unique content models, all contained in a single Fedora instance. This model also involved building a number of boutique digital project sites for these different collections in a one-to-one relationship [25]. The IU Libraries now maintain over 430 digital collections, with the majority residing in the Fedora repository. There are not, however, 430 boutique web sites. IU’s online model shifted over time to offer various format-based services with web sites that allow for collection management and access.

In 2012 the Indiana University Libraries joined the Hydra Project, now known as Samvera, aiming to collaboratively develop open source repository software that interacts with the Fedora repository. As this development progressed, service managers at the Indiana University Libraries saw repository solutions emerge that would facilitate migration from legacy digital library services to new applications on the Fedora 4 repository. A group of service managers from the Library Technologies, Digital Collections Services, and Scholarly Communication departments convened in 2014 to outline a vision statement for service management of then-Hydra applications on the Fedora 4 repository. The group’s report envisioned a single Fedora 4 repository with a variety of web applications serving different types of content through individual Hydra applications [26]. Content would be ingested into Fedora and managed by collection managers through a single administrative interface rather than separate interfaces for each application, maximizing usability and minimizing confusion about the content model divisions of separate digital library services.
Since then, the Hydra community has transitioned to the Samvera community and the software stack focus has shifted from custom Hydra Heads to Hyrax, an application envisioned to eventually be capable of managing all of the different kinds of digital content for a single institution. To date, Indiana University’s Samvera development has included work with Northwestern University on the Avalon Media System, which has transitioned to using Fedora 4 [27]; with Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI) on Pumpkin [28], a digital object page turning application using Fedora 4; and other projects still in proof of concept stage but using Fedora 4 (Imago, a project for biological specimens and Phydo, a digital preservation repository for audiovisual content). Other collections were initially stored in Fedora 3 and have already been migrated to other services (an image collection to Shared Shelf and an online journal to Open Journal Systems). The rest of IU’s digital collections are in a single instance of Fedora 3 with multiple end user access sites and collection management sites. The sites cannot be modified to work with Fedora 4—the metadata for digital objects will need to be serialized as RDF statements and the data model identification is a completely new system. This means that new end user access interfaces will be required. Decisions must be made on whether to keep the access sites separated or combine them into a single end user access system. The same considerations are needed for the collection management sites: can they be combined into a single management interface or do they still require separate systems for management?

4. Examples

4.1. Archives Online

As an example of an application and service using the Fedora 3 repository, Archives Online at Indiana University provides access to archival collections and associated digitized collection content. Launched in 2007, Archives Online publishes and provides access to archival collections encoded in the Encoded Archival Description XML standard. This service currently offers over 120,000 multi-page digitized items [29]. Libraries staff digitize materials from these archival collections and deposit digitized TIFF files and accompanying spreadsheets of descriptive metadata into server drop boxes that trigger automatic derivative and checksum generation, deposit into Fedora, creation of METS files, and issuing persistent URLs (PURLs). These digital items are publicly viewable through a legacy application called METS Navigator that offers limited page turning and “search within” functionality based on underlying plain text generated by optical character recognition (OCR) during the derivative generation stage, as seen in Figure 1. Image derivatives are PDFs and JPEG access copies in fixed dimensions regardless of the original image’s size. Since this service was developed to support digitized collections material, it only accepts TIFF files and cannot currently display other image file formats or process non-TIFF born-digital collections content. Moreover, Archives Online does not offer the ability to search across digitized items within a collection or among all digitized content. The Archives Online service has over 2200 finding aids encoded in EAD XML but those files are stored and managed externally from Fedora.

4.2. Image Collections Online

Another digital collection service using the same Fedora 3 repository is Image Collections Online [30]. As seen in Figure 2, Image Collections Online (ICO) was launched in 2012 as a way to explore digital image collections at Indiana University. In the years since, 20 libraries, archives, museums, and research projects have uploaded, described, and made openly available 44 collections totaling over 70,000 images to this service. ICO was developed by the IU Libraries from scratch beginning in the mid 2000’s to host individual websites for image collections. These individual websites became difficult to manage, so a combined service was launched to provide a degree of collection-specific description and repository-specific information while also offering searching and browsing across all images in the service. The IU Libraries chose to allow flexibility in descriptive metadata fields and their labeling while eventually requiring new collections to contain a core set of
metadata fields at minimum. Figure 3 depicts the metadata entry form used by collection managers and administrative users. Image derivatives and metadata are stored in the same Fedora 3 repository. ICO is now a legacy application that is no longer in development, meaning that substantial improvements would need to be incorporated in a successor to this service. Moreover, the application is experiencing stability problems due to its age and technical bugs are becoming more difficult to fix.

Figure 1. Screen shot of Archives Online service with viewer for digitized archival items.

4.3. Pages Online

Pages Online is a service developed collaboratively by Indiana University Bloomington and Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI) for digitized multi-page items with a user-friendly administrative interface, as seen in Figure 4. It uses customized Samvera software codenamed Pumpkin, which is based on the Plum application developed by Princeton University [31]. Plum was built using then-Hydra’s Curation Concerns software and the Fedora 4 repository, among other software stack components. The Pages Online service launched in 2017 as a pilot for a Samvera- and Fedora 4-based digital object service and repository, and its stability, increased performance, and ease of use have been encouraging. Efforts are currently underway to rebase its code on the Hyrax software and expand its use cases to include digital image collections, which will make its set of features able to account for the majority of collections currently in Fedora 3 at IU. This service gives collection managers an administrative interface where they can upload, describe, order, structure, and select access levels for their materials, which was not possible in previous applications or services to this degree. Additionally, the public-facing interface allows for searching, faceted browsing, and the IIIF Universal Viewer to discover and interact with digital objects, as seen in Figure 5 [32]. This increased ease of use helps make the case to stakeholders for migrating to Fedora 4 with a new and improved front end application.
Figure 2. Screen shot of Image Collections Online service.

Figure 3. Screen shot of the administrative interface of Image Collections Online, with custom fields for descriptive metadata for each collection.
Figure 4. Indiana University’s Pages Online administrative interface, allowing collection managers to describe, paginate, order, structure, and set access levels for uploaded items.

Figure 5. Item viewed in the Universal Viewer in Indiana University’s Pages Online.

5. Migration in Stages

When IU migrated a multi-page musical score collection to Pages Online, the migration occurred in stages. This collection was not previously stored in Fedora so the parameters are outside of the large migration from Fedora 3 to 4 but this migration example shows a workable methodology nonetheless. Beginning with items characterized as simplest and easiest, items were migrated in batches as much as possible. The main goal was to avoid failures based on unique characteristics, such as a non-existent library catalog record or master files in an unexpected location. Approximately 250,000 pages of
content were migrated in this way with the bulk of the migration occurring in about a week and the entire migration happening over two months. Quality control checks were done on a per batch basis since it was easier to review each batch for the peculiarities that brought that batch of items together.

Figure 6 shows a list of the increasingly intense migration stages that were encountered. This staged migration involved on one end the “smooth cases” where items had everything in an optimal state (the top of the list, least intense): structural XML was available and in the most common format (YAML); master images were available and file naming was conventional; a single library catalog record existed for the item; and the item was not overly complex or multi-volume. On the other end (the bottom of the list, most intense) were extreme edge cases that often required individual migration activity. Some items had to be reconstructed by hand, with missing pages re-digitized, structure reimagined, catalog records created or updated, and file naming normalized.

| a. | “Smooth Cases” we have clear XML structure and master images |
| b. | Accompanying materials- smaller subset with some peculiarities |
| c. | Multi-volume works |
| d. | Multiple library catalog records per item |
| e. | No XML available |
| f. | Very complex/incomplete XML available |
| g. | Extreme edge cases |

Figure 6. Pages Online migrated from Variations to Fedora 4 in stages.

Migrating this sheet music collection provided a test run of the concept of migration in stages on a larger scale. Migrating the entirety of all collections or even all items within a single repository instance is not a feasible approach when considering the various ways a migration impacts the access and management systems involved. Starting with a relatively simple collection within the range of collections that require migrating helps in the same way that selecting common items to migrate together in sets within a single collection moves the process forward in reliable steps. Grouping by anticipated exceptions or problems will make quality control checks and diagnosing problems easier. The success of migrating musical scores content to Pages Online provides a model for migrating other digital collections, like Archives Online and Image Collections Online, to the next generation of IU’s online digital library services featuring Fedora and Samvera software. It is possible that the content models and services of Image Collections Online and Archives Online can be managed with Pages Online, making it a potential access and management home for all of these services in the future and further easing the migration strategy for those collections.

6. Broader Migration Considerations

IU experienced changes over time with collection access and management moving from individual web applications to service models for aggregated collection management and access. In combination with developments and progress in the Fedora and Samvera open source communities, IU saw both the need to update older applications and a possible model for a Samvera-based service to manage its Fedora content.

Generally speaking, the first migration consideration might be a determination of where to migrate based on a comparison of different repository systems. For Indiana University, however, this was not the case due in large part to the depth of experience with Fedora as a repository system (since 2003), the work contributed within the Fedora open source community, and deep involvement in the Samvera community to develop an open source collection access and management solution that uses Fedora. To consider a different repository system for migration further complicates what is already a complex migration process. Additionally, Fedora 4 was a restructuring of the Fedora repository system, aligning it more with Linked Data standards like Linked Data Platform and offering ways to manage large collections of large sizes with a great deal of flexibility. There was no dissatisfaction with
Fedora 3 or Fedora as a repository system. There was the desire to continue using improved repository software for digital object management and move forward with the open source communities and their work.

Migrating a digital repository from Fedora 3 to Fedora 4 is not simply a matter of moving digital objects to a new version of the repository software. Understanding associated content and the online context (or service) through which access and management is handled impacts decisions about how this content should be stored in the repository. Due to the complexity and variety of IU’s collections, running a single query or looking at a single dashboard was not enough to construct a complete inventory but understanding the overall collection landscape was important to making decisions that affect how digital object migration was handled from Fedora 3 to Fedora 4.

IU Libraries staff compiled inventories for all digital collections within the existing Fedora 3 repository as well as legacy collections that could potentially be included in the new Fedora 4 repository. Producing these inventories required a variety of methods since the applications and storage systems associated with these collections all provided slightly different views of their collection contents. Moreover, changes in content modeling, descriptive metadata, and file naming practices over the past 20 years had resulted in inconsistencies that would need to be identified and normalized. Searching using Fedora 3’s default user interface returns results slowly with limited browsing and export capabilities, so SPARQL queries were used first to return Fedora-specific collection information. This inventory was combined with manifests of master files stored in IU’s Scholarly Data Archive (SDA), a tape archive system for long-term storage. Finally, this information was triangulated with institutional knowledge and auxiliary collection management databases and application reports from collection managers to obtain a comprehensive inventory of digital collections suitable for migration.

Inventorying digital collections is not necessarily easy, but it is necessary. Identifying all collections in their contexts, within Fedora and outside Fedora, was required to incorporate considerations that encompassed the online services that provide access to digital objects in line to be migrated to Fedora 4. These inventory sheets are useful not only for migration but for problem diagnosis post-migration. Collection owners often refer to their items in particular ways that generally do not reference a Fedora-specific identifier and a complete inventory can help narrow down problem items to review. Based on complete inventories, content models can also be reviewed and adjusted during migration if objects are to be structured or described differently. This can be due to changes in software used with a new repository like Fedora 4.

After compiling the collections inventory, developers and service managers gathered together in what was termed a “Repository Retreat” to review and consider the best direction to take that incorporates a complete migration to Fedora 4. The discussion involved sharing all of the evidence from the collection inventories as well as establishing and confirming definitions, assumptions, principles, and goals for this migration (for example, that this is not just about moving digital objects from one version of Fedora to another—this requires rethinking the services and management models that have gathered over time). These technical considerations also needed to keep in mind a connection to higher-level strategies and policies, keeping the teaching, learning, and research mission of the digital collections and the IU Libraries in focus [33].

The main activity of the retreat was to compare and evaluate the collection information along with the access and management features considered important to the services currently provided (see Figure 7). The group agreed on the assumption that the Hyrax software stack would be the likely candidate for any new online services so the current features list was also compared to the available Hyrax features. This helped to identify what was important as well as what was possible.
The comparison showed that there were common processes, tools, and features across all current services. While some custom services encompassed a more complete list of the 43 identified processes, tools, and features, Hyrax has the capability to handle 27 of these features already, or 63%, lending support to the idea of using that software for collection management and access.

7. Discussion

These experiences have shaped how Indiana University is planning our migration from Fedora 3 to Fedora 4 for this large and inclusive set of digital content. Using Fedora 4 means descriptive and structural metadata will move from XML files to properties on objects and relationships between objects. Descriptive metadata managed with complex hierarchical standards such as MODS XML will become simple statement properties. Structural metadata defining ordered pages was stored as METS objects. An analysis of the types of structures defined in METS across IU’s collections showed that these connections can be reworked as relationships connecting objects in Fedora 4 (see Figure 8).

There are noted cautions around moving metadata to a new schema [34]. It is a change that inevitably ends with different metadata but the changes here also open possibilities that have so far...
eluded IU’s digital collection service efforts. Storing descriptive metadata as individual properties in the digital repository allows for easier updates, meaning a single property can be edited without the need to rewrite an entire XML file with every “save” action. Using RDF for these properties means Linked Data is more easily incorporated for enhanced connections and information about subjects and names and connections to other resources. Additionally, the defined structures can be more easily shared for personal research organization, such as playlists, book bags, and alternative data sets.

This new form of metadata and new way of structuring object relationships means that access and management systems have to change to continue working. As mentioned previously, this case report includes format-based services and older collection-specific boutique sites that offer collection management and end-user access. Using Hyrax for collection management and access will streamline these services across all collections, reducing the number of sites and the effort required to maintain and support these online services.

Additional open source efforts can enhance and further streamline end-user viewing of digital objects. The International Image Interoperability Framework (IIIF) is “a set of shared application programming interface (API) specifications for interoperable functionality in digital image repositories” [35]. The content to be migrated from Fedora 3 are digitized two-dimensional objects—photographs and documents (single and multi-page). The entirety of IU’s digital content also includes time-based media and even 3D digital objects. Using an IIIF-enabled viewer means a single viewer can be capable of showing these different media types. For migration, this also means that static derivatives currently stored in Fedora 3 do not need to be migrated. Instead, new derivatives will be generated to work in an IIIF-enabled viewer. Recently, the Samvera Community has released Hyrax 2 that includes an IIIF server as well as the ability to use Universal Viewer [36].

Discussing needs, desired outcomes, and possibilities is all necessary when migrating data, regardless of how simple the migration might appear. Knowing what a choice is and is not (assumptions) is a good place to begin. Once the desired outcomes are established, learning what is possible and having the resources to test features, even in a small way, can help outline a path to reach those desired outcomes. For IU, using Fedora 4 was not a choice, it was an assumption. Using Hyrax was a desired outcome but was uncertain without feature comparison and testing software capabilities.

Migrations present opportunities and challenges to collection managers and developers. Collection managers have the opportunity to make collections more “future-proof” by normalizing content models and metadata. This is also an opportunity to re-envision collection management within new applications and add desired features that old systems lacked. There are also challenges, however, such as maintaining unsupported or one-off features that are important from an old system as well as making the case to stakeholders who are happy with the old system functionality. For Fedora developers, migration activity could be aided by making it easier to retrieve broad views of what is in Fedora and improve the views of migration reporting from within that digital repository system.

IU sees this process as the best way to approach migrating all digitized content to Fedora 4. Collections within the Fedora 3 instance as well as external collections all need to end in Fedora 4. Along the way, the collections considered the “smoothest cases” will be migrated first with end-user and collection management access implemented using Hyrax. As the migration stages occur, access and management features might dictate whether or not multiple instances of Hyrax are needed. Ideally, the number of systems and repository instances will be significantly reduced while keeping as much feature parity as is reasonable for long-term access and management maintenance.

8. Conclusions

Repositories do not exist in a vacuum. Migrating to a repository system is not just about how to move the data. All of the systems making use of that data can be impacted as well. Moving to Fedora 4 is not just a repository change for Indiana University; it is an ecosystem shift. End user interfaces for access, management systems for collection managers, and data structures are all impacted. As IU’s knowledge and experience has grown with the Samvera community, considerations for using
Fedora 4 have evolved to also encompass the services and applications being provided. Fedora 4 is necessitating a need to change online services. Additionally, there are service needs that necessitate changing repository structure and workflow.

This case report revealed IU’s process for planning migration to Fedora 4. The full migration is still in progress and is not complete. The questions asked, decisions made, and the impacts of those decisions are shaping the plan and timeline for Fedora 4 migration. This process directly relates to integrating between systems, sustaining the use of Fedora, and offering a methodology that can be reproduced for others to try.
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